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We analyze the conductance of a one-dimensional topological superconductor periodically driven to host
Floquet Majorana zero-modes for different configurations of coupling to external leads. We compare the con-
ductance of constantly coupled leads, as in standard transport experiments, with the stroboscopic conductance
of pulsed coupling to leads used to identify a scattering matrix topological index for periodically driven systems.
We find that the sum of DC conductance at voltages multiples of the driving frequency is quantitatively close
to the stroboscopic conductance at all voltage biases. This is consistent with previous work which indicated
that the summed conductance at zero/pi resonance is quantized. We quantify the difference between the two
in terms of the width of their respective resonances and analyze that difference for two different stroboscopic
driving protocols of the Kitaev chain. While the quantitative differences are protocol-dependent, we find that
generically the discrepancy is larger when the zero mode weight at the end of the chain depends strongly on the
offset time between the driving cycle and the pulsed coupling period.
I. INTRODUCTION
Driven non-equilibrium quantum systems can host a va-
riety of distinct phases with no counterparts in equilibrium
systems1–4. Unlike time independent systems whose proper-
ties are intrinsic to the setup and hard to change in situ, the
nature of phases in driven systems can be controlled by the
more versatile external drive. Of particular interest are topo-
logical systems known to host conducting states at the edges
of an insulating bulk, which are robust to local disorder and
protected by the symmetries of the given system5,6. Subject-
ing such systems to a source of periodic driving results in the
emergence of additional topological phases2,7–13. One such
example is that of a one-dimensional p-wave superconduc-
tor (Kitaev chain) subject to a periodic driving of period T ,
which has been shown to possess, in addition to Majorana
zero modes at zero energy14, protected modes at energy π/T
(Majorana π modes)15–21. These driven states of matter hold
promise for a wider range of applications22–24. In particular
the driven Kitaev wire has been stipulated as a potential candi-
date for demonstrating a topologically protected, non-Abelian
Majorana braiding operation within a single wire13,25,26. Such
braiding operations are a necessity for topological quantum
computing and hence the exploration of diverse alternatives
for their realizations is a highly desirable goal.
The gapless surface states found in topological systems in-
fluence the scattering of electrons incident from the leads in
an open geometry setup. Scattering matrices provide topo-
logical indices for a full classification of topological phases
as well as an understanding of the periodicity of the 10 fold
way27–29. Additionally, expressing the topological indices in
terms of a scattering matrix allows one to relate the topology
to measurable transport properties. Unlike their static counter-
parts, the invariants of DC scattering matrices of periodically
driven systems are not directly related to the presence of topo-
logically protected states at their surface. Instead it is possi-
ble to relate the topological properties of Floquet systems to
a gedanken scattering experiment, in which the leads are cou-
pled to the system only at discrete times separated by the driv-
ing period12. While the application of these results to realis-
tic measurable DC conductance in electronic systems remains
unclear30–33, Floquet topological system have been shown to
exhibit a quantized sum of conductances at bias multiples of
the driving frequency16–18, indicating that a modified relation
between the two seemingly different physical processes might
still exist.
In this manuscript we explore the relationship between
topological invariants and the average DC conductance prop-
erties of a driven non-interacting electronic system. By ana-
lyzing the conductance associated with pulsed coupling to the
leads, which defines the scattering matrix topological invari-
ant, we show that it generically differs from its counterpart
in the constantly coupled leads setup, i.e. the conductance
summed over all Floquet sideband energies, which is acces-
sible in experiments. Interestingly, however, we show that, in
the limit of small coupling to the leads, the difference between
the two is generically small and can be quantified in terms of
the difference of the respective resonance widths. We analyze
these features for a one-dimensional topological superconduc-
tor with two different stroboscopic drivings characterized by
sudden switches between two Hamiltonians, H0 and H1 and
explore the dependence of the difference between the two con-
ductances on the different regions of the phase diagram.
II. CONDUCTANCE AND SCATTERING MATRIX FOR
DIFFERENT SYSTEM-LEAD COUPLINGS
We consider a general setup in which a one-dimensional,
non-interacting, periodically driven electronic system is in
contact with external leads. The latter are electron reservoirs,
with constant density of states, tunnel coupled to the system
of interest. The system is schematically presented in Fig.1 and
is described by the Hamiltonian





jhj,k(t)ck is the Hamiltonian of
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h R
<latexit sha1_base64="tFyndP/UF31cwVrc73kdPQC1TOA=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF49VbCu0MWy2m3bpZjfsTiol9J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Ac/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6Be3jUNirTlLWoEko/RMQwwSVrAQfBHlLNSBIJ1olG1zO/M2bacCXvYZKyICEDyWNOCVgpdN1hePeY9wSLgWitnqahW/Vq3hx4lfgFqaICzdD96vUVzRImgQpiTNf3UghyooFTwaaVXmZYSuiIDFjXUkkSZoJ8fvkUn1mlj2OlbUnAc/X3RE4SYyZJZDsTAkOz7M3E/7xuBvFVkHOZZsAkXSyKM4FB4VkMuM81oyAmlhCqub0V0yHRhIINq2JD8JdfXiXtes33av7tRbVRL+IooxN0is6Rjy5RA92gJmohisboGb2iNyd3Xpx352PRWnKKmWP0B87nDwndk9w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tFyndP/UF31cwVrc73kdPQC1TOA=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF49VbCu0MWy2m3bpZjfsTiol9J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Ac/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6Be3jUNirTlLWoEko/RMQwwSVrAQfBHlLNSBIJ1olG1zO/M2bacCXvYZKyICEDyWNOCVgpdN1hePeY9wSLgWitnqahW/Vq3hx4lfgFqaICzdD96vUVzRImgQpiTNf3UghyooFTwaaVXmZYSuiIDFjXUkkSZoJ8fvkUn1mlj2OlbUnAc/X3RE4SYyZJZDsTAkOz7M3E/7xuBvFVkHOZZsAkXSyKM4FB4VkMuM81oyAmlhCqub0V0yHRhIINq2JD8JdfXiXtes33av7tRbVRL+IooxN0is6Rjy5RA92gJmohisboGb2iNyd3Xpx352PRWnKKmWP0B87nDwndk9w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tFyndP/UF31cwVrc73kdPQC1TOA=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF49VbCu0MWy2m3bpZjfsTiol9J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Ac/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6Be3jUNirTlLWoEko/RMQwwSVrAQfBHlLNSBIJ1olG1zO/M2bacCXvYZKyICEDyWNOCVgpdN1hePeY9wSLgWitnqahW/Vq3hx4lfgFqaICzdD96vUVzRImgQpiTNf3UghyooFTwaaVXmZYSuiIDFjXUkkSZoJ8fvkUn1mlj2OlbUnAc/X3RE4SYyZJZDsTAkOz7M3E/7xuBvFVkHOZZsAkXSyKM4FB4VkMuM81oyAmlhCqub0V0yHRhIINq2JD8JdfXiXtes33av7tRbVRL+IooxN0is6Rjy5RA92gJmohisboGb2iNyd3Xpx352PRWnKKmWP0B87nDwndk9w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tFyndP/UF31cwVrc73kdPQC1TOA=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF49VbCu0MWy2m3bpZjfsTiol9J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Ac/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6Be3jUNirTlLWoEko/RMQwwSVrAQfBHlLNSBIJ1olG1zO/M2bacCXvYZKyICEDyWNOCVgpdN1hePeY9wSLgWitnqahW/Vq3hx4lfgFqaICzdD96vUVzRImgQpiTNf3UghyooFTwaaVXmZYSuiIDFjXUkkSZoJ8fvkUn1mlj2OlbUnAc/X3RE4SYyZJZDsTAkOz7M3E/7xuBvFVkHOZZsAkXSyKM4FB4VkMuM81oyAmlhCqub0V0yHRhIINq2JD8JdfXiXtes33av7tRbVRL+IooxN0is6Rjy5RA92gJmohisboGb2iNyd3Xpx352PRWnKKmWP0B87nDwndk9w=</latexit>
h!R
<latexit sha1_base64="I1emhBFUsBl4JDDOBu4mK6oREYM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6LHgxWMV+wFtDJvtplm62YTdjaXE/hQvHhTx6i/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSDlT2nG+rbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+DQrhy1VZJJQlsk4YnsBlhRzgRtaaY57aaS4jjgtBOMrmd+55FKxRJxrycp9WI8FCxkBGsj+XYl8u8e8r5kw0hjKZPx1LerTs2ZA60StyBVKND07a/+ICFZTIUmHCvVc51UezmWmhFOp+V+pmiKyQgPac9QgWOqvHx++hSdGWWAwkSaEhrN1d8TOY6VmsSB6YyxjtSyNxP/83qZDq+8nIk001SQxaIw40gnaJYDGjBJieYTQzCRzNyKSIQlJtqkVTYhuMsvr5J2veY6Nff2otqoF3GU4ARO4RxcuIQG3EATWkBgDM/wCm/Wk/VivVsfi9Y1q5g5hj+wPn8A5A+UWQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1emhBFUsBl4JDDOBu4mK6oREYM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6LHgxWMV+wFtDJvtplm62YTdjaXE/hQvHhTx6i/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSDlT2nG+rbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+DQrhy1VZJJQlsk4YnsBlhRzgRtaaY57aaS4jjgtBOMrmd+55FKxRJxrycp9WI8FCxkBGsj+XYl8u8e8r5kw0hjKZPx1LerTs2ZA60StyBVKND07a/+ICFZTIUmHCvVc51UezmWmhFOp+V+pmiKyQgPac9QgWOqvHx++hSdGWWAwkSaEhrN1d8TOY6VmsSB6YyxjtSyNxP/83qZDq+8nIk001SQxaIw40gnaJYDGjBJieYTQzCRzNyKSIQlJtqkVTYhuMsvr5J2veY6Nff2otqoF3GU4ARO4RxcuIQG3EATWkBgDM/wCm/Wk/VivVsfi9Y1q5g5hj+wPn8A5A+UWQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1emhBFUsBl4JDDOBu4mK6oREYM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6LHgxWMV+wFtDJvtplm62YTdjaXE/hQvHhTx6i/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSDlT2nG+rbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+DQrhy1VZJJQlsk4YnsBlhRzgRtaaY57aaS4jjgtBOMrmd+55FKxRJxrycp9WI8FCxkBGsj+XYl8u8e8r5kw0hjKZPx1LerTs2ZA60StyBVKND07a/+ICFZTIUmHCvVc51UezmWmhFOp+V+pmiKyQgPac9QgWOqvHx++hSdGWWAwkSaEhrN1d8TOY6VmsSB6YyxjtSyNxP/83qZDq+8nIk001SQxaIw40gnaJYDGjBJieYTQzCRzNyKSIQlJtqkVTYhuMsvr5J2veY6Nff2otqoF3GU4ARO4RxcuIQG3EATWkBgDM/wCm/Wk/VivVsfi9Y1q5g5hj+wPn8A5A+UWQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I1emhBFUsBl4JDDOBu4mK6oREYM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXqkcvi0XwVJIi6LHgxWMV+wFtDJvtplm62YTdjaXE/hQvHhTx6i/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSDlT2nG+rbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+DQrhy1VZJJQlsk4YnsBlhRzgRtaaY57aaS4jjgtBOMrmd+55FKxRJxrycp9WI8FCxkBGsj+XYl8u8e8r5kw0hjKZPx1LerTs2ZA60StyBVKND07a/+ICFZTIUmHCvVc51UezmWmhFOp+V+pmiKyQgPac9QgWOqvHx++hSdGWWAwkSaEhrN1d8TOY6VmsSB6YyxjtSyNxP/83qZDq+8nIk001SQxaIw40gnaJYDGjBJieYTQzCRzNyKSIQlJtqkVTYhuMsvr5J2veY6Nff2otqoF3GU4ARO4RxcuIQG3EATWkBgDM/wCm/Wk/VivVsfi9Y1q5g5hj+wPn8A5A+UWQ==</latexit>
e!R
<latexit sha1_base64="miJhc9xAh7n8b9jx2uPv884xKjg=">AAAB+nicbVBNSwMxEM36WevXVo9egkXwVHaLoMeCF49V7Ae0dcmm2TY0myzJrKWs/SlePCji1V/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+DQLR01jUo1ZQ2qhNLtkBgmuGQN4CBYO9GMxKFgrXB0PfNbj0wbruQ9TBLWi8lA8ohTAlYK3BIL7h6yruaDIRCt1XgauGWv4s2BV4mfkzLKUQ/cr25f0TRmEqggxnR8L4FeRjRwKti02E0NSwgdkQHrWCpJzEwvm58+xWdW6eNIaVsS8Fz9PZGR2JhJHNrOmMDQLHsz8T+vk0J01cu4TFJgki4WRanAoPAsB9znmlEQE0sI1dzeiumQaELBplW0IfjLL6+SZrXiexX/9qJcq+ZxFNAJOkXnyEeXqIZuUB01EEVj9Ixe0Zvz5Lw4787HonXNyWeO0R84nz/fU5RW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="miJhc9xAh7n8b9jx2uPv884xKjg=">AAAB+nicbVBNSwMxEM36WevXVo9egkXwVHaLoMeCF49V7Ae0dcmm2TY0myzJrKWs/SlePCji1V/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+DQLR01jUo1ZQ2qhNLtkBgmuGQN4CBYO9GMxKFgrXB0PfNbj0wbruQ9TBLWi8lA8ohTAlYK3BIL7h6yruaDIRCt1XgauGWv4s2BV4mfkzLKUQ/cr25f0TRmEqggxnR8L4FeRjRwKti02E0NSwgdkQHrWCpJzEwvm58+xWdW6eNIaVsS8Fz9PZGR2JhJHNrOmMDQLHsz8T+vk0J01cu4TFJgki4WRanAoPAsB9znmlEQE0sI1dzeiumQaELBplW0IfjLL6+SZrXiexX/9qJcq+ZxFNAJOkXnyEeXqIZuUB01EEVj9Ixe0Zvz5Lw4787HonXNyWeO0R84nz/fU5RW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="miJhc9xAh7n8b9jx2uPv884xKjg=">AAAB+nicbVBNSwMxEM36WevXVo9egkXwVHaLoMeCF49V7Ae0dcmm2TY0myzJrKWs/SlePCji1V/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+DQLR01jUo1ZQ2qhNLtkBgmuGQN4CBYO9GMxKFgrXB0PfNbj0wbruQ9TBLWi8lA8ohTAlYK3BIL7h6yruaDIRCt1XgauGWv4s2BV4mfkzLKUQ/cr25f0TRmEqggxnR8L4FeRjRwKti02E0NSwgdkQHrWCpJzEwvm58+xWdW6eNIaVsS8Fz9PZGR2JhJHNrOmMDQLHsz8T+vk0J01cu4TFJgki4WRanAoPAsB9znmlEQE0sI1dzeiumQaELBplW0IfjLL6+SZrXiexX/9qJcq+ZxFNAJOkXnyEeXqIZuUB01EEVj9Ixe0Zvz5Lw4787HonXNyWeO0R84nz/fU5RW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="miJhc9xAh7n8b9jx2uPv884xKjg=">AAAB+nicbVBNSwMxEM36WevXVo9egkXwVHaLoMeCF49V7Ae0dcmm2TY0myzJrKWs/SlePCji1V/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+DQLR01jUo1ZQ2qhNLtkBgmuGQN4CBYO9GMxKFgrXB0PfNbj0wbruQ9TBLWi8lA8ohTAlYK3BIL7h6yruaDIRCt1XgauGWv4s2BV4mfkzLKUQ/cr25f0TRmEqggxnR8L4FeRjRwKti02E0NSwgdkQHrWCpJzEwvm58+xWdW6eNIaVsS8Fz9PZGR2JhJHNrOmMDQLHsz8T+vk0J01cu4TFJgki4WRanAoPAsB9znmlEQE0sI1dzeiumQaELBplW0IfjLL6+SZrXiexX/9qJcq+ZxFNAJOkXnyEeXqIZuUB01EEVj9Ixe0Zvz5Lw4787HonXNyWeO0R84nz/fU5RW</latexit>
Floquet topological
<latexit sha1_base64="TmgLh5RV9WG+Ey5dSPdk4hMsZ3U=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJlgEV2WmG10WBHFZwT6gHUomzbShmWRM7ghlKPgrblwo4tbvcOffmGlnoa0HAodzziX3njAR3IDnfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wD08ahuVaspaVAmluyExTHDJWsBBsG6iGYlDwTrh5Dr3O49MG67kPUwTFsRkJHnEKQErDdyTG6EeUgYYVGLDI2sIXBm4Va/mzYFXiV+QKirQHLhf/aGiacwkUEGM6fleAkFGNHAq2KzSTw1LCJ2QEetZKknMTJDN15/hc6sMcaS0fRLwXP09kZHYmGkc2mRMYGyWvVz8z+ulEF0FGZdJCkzSxUdRKuytOO8CD7lmFMTUEkI1t7tiOiaaULCN5SX4yyevkna95ns1/65ebdSLOsroFJ2hC+SjS9RAt6iJWoiiDD2jV/TmPDkvzrvzsYiWnGLmGP2B8/kDpCKVMg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TmgLh5RV9WG+Ey5dSPdk4hMsZ3U=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJlgEV2WmG10WBHFZwT6gHUomzbShmWRM7ghlKPgrblwo4tbvcOffmGlnoa0HAodzziX3njAR3IDnfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wD08ahuVaspaVAmluyExTHDJWsBBsG6iGYlDwTrh5Dr3O49MG67kPUwTFsRkJHnEKQErDdyTG6EeUgYYVGLDI2sIXBm4Va/mzYFXiV+QKirQHLhf/aGiacwkUEGM6fleAkFGNHAq2KzSTw1LCJ2QEetZKknMTJDN15/hc6sMcaS0fRLwXP09kZHYmGkc2mRMYGyWvVz8z+ulEF0FGZdJCkzSxUdRKuytOO8CD7lmFMTUEkI1t7tiOiaaULCN5SX4yyevkna95ns1/65ebdSLOsroFJ2hC+SjS9RAt6iJWoiiDD2jV/TmPDkvzrvzsYiWnGLmGP2B8/kDpCKVMg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TmgLh5RV9WG+Ey5dSPdk4hMsZ3U=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJlgEV2WmG10WBHFZwT6gHUomzbShmWRM7ghlKPgrblwo4tbvcOffmGlnoa0HAodzziX3njAR3IDnfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wD08ahuVaspaVAmluyExTHDJWsBBsG6iGYlDwTrh5Dr3O49MG67kPUwTFsRkJHnEKQErDdyTG6EeUgYYVGLDI2sIXBm4Va/mzYFXiV+QKirQHLhf/aGiacwkUEGM6fleAkFGNHAq2KzSTw1LCJ2QEetZKknMTJDN15/hc6sMcaS0fRLwXP09kZHYmGkc2mRMYGyWvVz8z+ulEF0FGZdJCkzSxUdRKuytOO8CD7lmFMTUEkI1t7tiOiaaULCN5SX4yyevkna95ns1/65ebdSLOsroFJ2hC+SjS9RAt6iJWoiiDD2jV/TmPDkvzrvzsYiWnGLmGP2B8/kDpCKVMg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TmgLh5RV9WG+Ey5dSPdk4hMsZ3U=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJlgEV2WmG10WBHFZwT6gHUomzbShmWRM7ghlKPgrblwo4tbvcOffmGlnoa0HAodzziX3njAR3IDnfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wD08ahuVaspaVAmluyExTHDJWsBBsG6iGYlDwTrh5Dr3O49MG67kPUwTFsRkJHnEKQErDdyTG6EeUgYYVGLDI2sIXBm4Va/mzYFXiV+QKirQHLhf/aGiacwkUEGM6fleAkFGNHAq2KzSTw1LCJ2QEetZKknMTJDN15/hc6sMcaS0fRLwXP09kZHYmGkc2mRMYGyWvVz8z+ulEF0FGZdJCkzSxUdRKuytOO8CD7lmFMTUEkI1t7tiOiaaULCN5SX4yyevkna95ns1/65ebdSLOsroFJ2hC+SjS9RAt6iJWoiiDD2jV/TmPDkvzrvzsYiWnGLmGP2B8/kDpCKVMg==</latexit>
system of interest












<latexit sha1_base64="kVrUDmYcuNlrfZkr7F9YDx7BrpU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6sceCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmjjVjHdYLGPdD6jhUijeQYGS9xPNaRRI3gtmt7nfe+LaiFg94jzhfkQnSoSCUbTSA1ZG1Zpbd5cgm8QrSA0KtEfVr+E4ZmnEFTJJjRl4boJ+RjUKJvmiMkwNTyib0QkfWKpoxI2fLS9dkCurjEkYa1sKyVL9PZHRyJh5FNjOiOLUrHu5+J83SDFs+plQSYpcsdWiMJUEY5K/TcZCc4ZybgllWthbCZtSTRnacPIQvPWXN0m3UffcunffqLUaRRxluIBLuAYPbqAFd9CGDjAI4Rle4c2ZOS/Ou/Oxai05xcw5/IHz+QMPSIz6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kVrUDmYcuNlrfZkr7F9YDx7BrpU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6sceCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmjjVjHdYLGPdD6jhUijeQYGS9xPNaRRI3gtmt7nfe+LaiFg94jzhfkQnSoSCUbTSA1ZG1Zpbd5cgm8QrSA0KtEfVr+E4ZmnEFTJJjRl4boJ+RjUKJvmiMkwNTyib0QkfWKpoxI2fLS9dkCurjEkYa1sKyVL9PZHRyJh5FNjOiOLUrHu5+J83SDFs+plQSYpcsdWiMJUEY5K/TcZCc4ZybgllWthbCZtSTRnacPIQvPWXN0m3UffcunffqLUaRRxluIBLuAYPbqAFd9CGDjAI4Rle4c2ZOS/Ou/Oxai05xcw5/IHz+QMPSIz6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kVrUDmYcuNlrfZkr7F9YDx7BrpU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6sceCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmjjVjHdYLGPdD6jhUijeQYGS9xPNaRRI3gtmt7nfe+LaiFg94jzhfkQnSoSCUbTSA1ZG1Zpbd5cgm8QrSA0KtEfVr+E4ZmnEFTJJjRl4boJ+RjUKJvmiMkwNTyib0QkfWKpoxI2fLS9dkCurjEkYa1sKyVL9PZHRyJh5FNjOiOLUrHu5+J83SDFs+plQSYpcsdWiMJUEY5K/TcZCc4ZybgllWthbCZtSTRnacPIQvPWXN0m3UffcunffqLUaRRxluIBLuAYPbqAFd9CGDjAI4Rle4c2ZOS/Ou/Oxai05xcw5/IHz+QMPSIz6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kVrUDmYcuNlrfZkr7F9YDx7BrpU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6sceCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmjjVjHdYLGPdD6jhUijeQYGS9xPNaRRI3gtmt7nfe+LaiFg94jzhfkQnSoSCUbTSA1ZG1Zpbd5cgm8QrSA0KtEfVr+E4ZmnEFTJJjRl4boJ+RjUKJvmiMkwNTyib0QkfWKpoxI2fLS9dkCurjEkYa1sKyVL9PZHRyJh5FNjOiOLUrHu5+J83SDFs+plQSYpcsdWiMJUEY5K/TcZCc4ZybgllWthbCZtSTRnacPIQvPWXN0m3UffcunffqLUaRRxluIBLuAYPbqAFd9CGDjAI4Rle4c2ZOS/Ou/Oxai05xcw5/IHz+QMPSIz6</latexit>
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of an electronic system connected to two
external leads (terminals) via tunneling rates ΓL,ΓR and driven via
periodic control of its parameters X1, X2 the time dependence of
which is sketched in (b). Each terminal (L,R) includes ingoing and
outgoing (←,→) electron (e) and hole (h) scattering states. (c) Two
scattering scenarios are depicted, corresponding to either a contin-
uous coupling to the leads (dashed lines) or time-pulsed couplings
with periodicity T (solid lines).
non interacting system of local fermionic degrees of freedom
annihilated by the operator cj . The Hamiltonian is explic-
itly dependent on time in a periodic way, Hsys(t + T ) =
Hsys(t), so that T = 2π/ω is the period of the external







, where Kα is the contact ma-
trix between the system and the lead α, with Γα character-
izing the coupling strength, and cjα annihilates a particle in
the mode jα34. Finally, the leads are generic free particle
reservoirs with constant density of states and linear disper-






α,kbα,k], where aα,k and
bα,k annihilate ingoing and outgoing particles with momen-
tum k in the reservoir α = L,R. The creation/annihilation
operators for energy eigenstates in each lead can be identified
with the momentum creation operators, e.g. bL(E) ≡ bL,k
and aL(E) = aL,k via E = ±vLk respectively.
The transfer of particles between the leads and the system is
described by the scattering of ingoing particles to the outgoing
modes of the leads due to the system. The current in lead α is
given by the net flux of particles through a section of the lead
at a given position. As long as the energies involved in the
transport and driving are much smaller than the Fermi energy
of the terminals, the current is expressed in terms of creation




〈b†α(t)bα(t)〉 − 〈a†α(t)aα(t)〉, (2)
where aα(t) = (1/2π)
∫
dt eiEtaα(E), bα(t) =
(1/2π)
∫
dt eiEtbα(E), the spatial dependence is imma-
terial, i.e. bα(t) ≡ bα(x, t), and the operators are explicitly
time-dependent due to the time-dependence of the system.
Note that, consequently, the current is explicitly time depen-







The form of the scattering matrix, and hence the current de-
pends on the system Hamiltonian and on the coupling to the
leads.






where En ≡ E + nω and we have used the periodicity of the
system to constrain the Fourier expression of the scattering







The two-energy scattering matrix, S(E,En), is known as the
Floquet scattering matrix, and describes scattering processes
in which an outgoing particle of energy E emerges after ab-
sorbing/releasing energy in quanta of ω in the scattering pro-
cess, and encodes all the information of the time-dependent
scattering process36–38.
Using the Floquet scattering matrix, one can express the




















where fα(E) = 〈a†α(E)aα(E)〉 is the distribution function
of particles entering the scatterer through channel α. The dif-
ferential conductance is then found via the derivative of the
current with respect to the voltage bias, Gα = dIα/dVα.
The formulation can be kept general for non-interacting
systems to include superconductors. This requires accounting
for both particle and hole degrees of freedom39. In this way,
the expression for current in Eq. (6) remains unchanged with
the index β now running over both particle and hole degrees
of freedom in each external lead.
For simplicity we consider two external leads with a sym-
metric voltage bias with respect to the superconductor fermi
level, so that the corresponding Fermi distribution functions
for both electrons and holes are then given by: fLe =
f(E − eV ), fLh = f(E + eV ), fRe = f(E + eV ) and
fRh = f(E − eV ). In the zero temperature limit, the deriva-
tive of the Fermi distribution functions are simply step func-
tion and hence, after integrating over energy, the contribution
to the conductance from each element of the scattering matrix






|Sαβ(Vn, V )|2, (7)
3
and the total conductance, in the left lead for example, reads





Eq. (8) is a general expression for a periodically driven
electronic systems. In the following, we specialize to two
cases in which either (i) we keep constant coupling to the leads
as typical in transport measurements setups, or (ii) the system-
leads coupling is δ-like pulsed, a configuration of interest in
determining the scattering matrix topological invariants of the
system.
A. Conductance with constant couplings
We start by deriving the expression for the conductance for
the case in which the coupling to the leads is kept constant
and the time dependent driving is applied to the bulk system in
order to induce a topological phase. This is the most straight-
forward setup to be used in transport experiments16. In order
to evaluate the Floquet scattering matrix for a given scattering
system it is useful to first consider the Floquet operator which
is the evolution over a full period F = U(T, 0), where the
evolution is dictated by an effective (non-Hermitain) Hamil-
tonian Hsys(t) − iΣ, where Σ = 12
∑
δ ΓδKδ†Kδ is a self
energy accounting for the coupling between the system of in-
terest and the external leads.
The Floquet operator can be decomposed in terms of left
and right eigenstates:
F |ψα〉 = e−i(εα−iγα)T |ψα〉 ,〈
ψ̃α
∣∣∣F = e−i(εα−iγα)T 〈ψ̃α∣∣∣ . (9)
Here εα give the so-called quasienergies of the periodically
driven system and are defined modulo the driving frequency
ω. The eigenstates of the Floquet operator can be used to de-
fine the periodic Floquet eigenstates of the effective Hamilto-
nian
|Ψα(t)〉 = ei(εα−iγα)TU(t, 0) |ψα〉 ,〈
Ψ̃α(t)
∣∣∣ = e−i(εα−iγα)T 〈ψ̃α∣∣∣U(0, t), (10)













The harmonics of the Floquet states can be subsequently used





E − [εα + rω − iγα]
. (12)
From this Floquet-Green’s function the scattering matrix ele-
ments required to find the conductance across the scattering
center can be found via the relation41
Sα,β(Em, En) = δα,βδm−n,0 − i
√
ΓαΓβGm−njα,jβ (En), (13)
where Γα,β denote the coupling strength between the sys-
tem and corresponding scattering channel and jα,β labels the
mode of the system which is tunnel coupled to lead α.
In this setup with constant couplings to leads, it has been
shown16 that in the presence of a Majorana zero/π mode, the







where ε0 = 0 and επ = πT = ω/2. We will re-derive this
result in the following after comparing it with a different setup
in which the coupling to the leads is controlled in periodic
time-pulses.
B. Stroboscopic Scattering Configuration
Unlike the static case, in which the conductance quantiza-
tion is a direct consequence of the topological index associ-
ated with the scattering matrix of the system, there is no direct
relation between the Floquet scattering matrix in Eq. (13) and
the topological indices of the driven system. Instead, an alter-
native formulation of the topological index in Floquet systems
has been put forward in terms of a gedanken scattering con-
figuration, not immediately related to measurable quantities12.
For a system driven periodically with period T , the gedanken
scattering configuration consists of instantaneously emitting
and absorbing particles from the leads into the systems at in-
tervals of period T . Consequently, the system will evolve with
a unitary Floquet operator Ft between two subsequent cou-
plings to the leads at times t and t + T . Since the Floquet
operator Ft determines the unitary evolution of the decoupled
system over a period, the corresponding stroboscopic scatter-












where the matrix W encodes the coupling to the leads and,




Physically, the scattering matrix in Eq. (15) describes the
situation in which particle scatter into the absorbing terminals
stroboscopically, only at the beginning and end of each time
period42,43. Specifically, once an arbitrary starting point t = 0
has been set for the periodic driving, we assume that couplings
to the terminals are performed by omitting and collecting par-
ticles at times that are separated by full periods at a time offset
4
of t with respect to the driving period. If we define the Flo-
quet operator F ≡ U(T, 0), the stroboscopic scattering matrix
is obtained using
Ft = U(t, 0)FU
†(t, 0), (16)
corresponding to the Floquet evolution operator which explic-
itly depends on the offset time t. Note that, while the spectrum
of the Floquet operator Ft, which discriminates the existence
of Floquet edge states, is of course independent of the offset
time t, the stroboscopic scattering matrix depends in principle
on t. In fact, physically, the scattering between the times t and
t + T depends on the specifics of the evolution between the
two times, and hence on t itself.
This stroboscopic scattering matrix can be used to define
a corresponding conductance that is averaged over the offset




















The corresponding contribution to the stroboscopic conduc-
tance from each element of the scattering matrix at zero tem-
perature is then given by








∣∣Sstrobt,αβ (V )∣∣2, (18)
and the total conductance reads










The voltage profile of this stroboscopic conductance will re-
flect the existence of topological indices of the periodically
driven system, which can be formulated in terms of the corre-
sponding stroboscopic scattering matrix [Eq. (15)]. Namely,
the presence of topologically protected edge states will result
in quantized conductance peaks. While there is a similarity
between the conductance sum-rule quantization in Eq. (14)
and the quantization of the pulsed conductance in Eq. (19),
the relationship between these two quantities remains to be
explored.
Unlike the physical conductance for a system continuously
coupled to the external leads [Eq. (8)], Eq. (15) shows that the
stroboscopic scattering matrix and consequently the strobo-
scopic current are both periodic in energy. This is consistent
with the fact that the quantization condition for the physical
conductance is expressed as a sum rule Eq. (14). This relation
is further highlighted by considering an intermediate scenario
in which the system is continuously coupled to the external
leads but outgoing scattered particles are only measured at dis-
crete times separated by the driving period and starting at the
delay time t.
In this intermediate scenario, the relation between the stro-
boscopic scattering matrix with continuous coupling to the
leads, denoted S̃t(E), and S(E,En) can now be obtained by
explicitly considering that the scattering operators are relevant
only at discrete times, hence they can be expanded in a Fourier
series





l a(lT + t)e
iE(lT+t) and 〈ã†α(E′)ãα(E)〉 =
f̃α(E)δ(E − E′). Using the Fourier expansion of the scat-
tering matrix in Eq. (2), (the details of the computation are



















Although S̃t(E) fails to include scattered particles in be-
tween the stroboscopic detection times and is hence a non-
unitary construction, this relationship to the Floquet scattering
matrix highlights the need to sum scattering events over all
Floquet sideband energies, En = E + nω, in order to make a





Gα(V + nω), (23)
which reproduces the expression in Eq. (14) and provided us
with the natural quantity to be compared with the quantized
conductance at zero bias in Eq. (19).
C. Weak Coupling Limit
Since both G̃α(V ) and Gstrobα (V ) are expected to display
a peak at V = ε0/π with the same quantized maximum, we
can analyze their behavior in the vicinity of the resonance
|eV − ε0/π|  ω and at small coupling (which is expected to
set the width of the peak) to appreciate the difference between
the two. In the case in which the system-lead coupling can be
considered weak with respect to the other energy scales asso-
ciated with the system Hamiltonian Hsys(t), the self energy
contribution Σ can be treated as a perturbation. In particular,
the Floquet states appearing in the definition of the Floquet-






|φα(t)〉 = εα |φα(t)〉 . (24)
The first order corrections to the quasienergies due to the per-






dt 〈φα(t)|Σ|φα(t)〉 , (25)
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δKδ . The elements of the Floquet scattering ma-
trix that contribute to the current in Eq. (6) can then be ap-
proximated as




∣∣∣φ(n+r)i 〉〈φ(r)i ∣∣∣K†β |β〉 〈β|Kβ ∣∣∣φ(n+r′)j 〉〈φ(r′)j ∣∣∣K†α |α〉[
E − (εi + rω − iγ̃i)
][
E − (εj + r′ω + iγ̃j)
] , (26)
where 〈φj |Kα |α〉 is the tunnel matrix element between the
mode φj of the system and the scattering mode α, and α runs
over both particle and hole scattering modes in each external
lead.
In the limit of weak coupling, the elements of scattering
matrix take the form of sharp Lorentzian peaks at energies
εi+rω and εj+r′ω. Consequently, the sums are dominated by
contributions for which these energies coincide and hence i =
j and r = r′ or for which the quasienergies εi are degenerate.





∣∣∣∑k 〈α|Kα ∣∣∣φ(n+r)ik 〉〈φ(r)ik ∣∣∣Kβ |β〉∣∣∣2
γ̃2i + (E − εi + rω)2
,
(27)
where |φik〉 represent the eigenstates corresponding to the de-
generate eigenvalue εi. As Majorana bound states are local-
ized at one end of the chain, they only couple to one of the
external leads. Consequently, their contribution to the conduc-
tance will arise from from the Andreev reflection components
of the scattering matrix. This localization of the degenerate
Floquet eigenstates allows us to henceforward drop the sum
over degenerate states k in expressions for the scattering ma-
trices.
The contribution to the summed conductance G̃(V ) at zero







∣∣∣〈α|Kα ∣∣∣φ(n)i 〉〈φ(r)i ∣∣∣Kβ |β〉∣∣∣2












|〈α|Kα |φi(t)〉 〈φi(t′)|Kβ |β〉|2
γ̃2i + (V − εi +mω)2
.
(28)
Close to the resonant quasi-energies, V ≈ εi/e, the conduc-































Since the Majorana bound states are localized at one end of the
system, they contribute to the conductance through Andreev
reflection only. The particle-hole symmetry of the system also





Consequently, for V ≈ ε0/π/e,








Next we derive the expression for the stroboscopic conduc-
tance in the vicinity of the resonances. In order to compare
these two quantities, it is instructive to express the strobo-
scopic conductance in terms of the Floquet eigenstates of the
unperturbed driving Hamiltonian Hsys(t). We would like to
use perturbation theory to perform an expansion in the cou-
pling strength, Γ, of the operator appearing as a fraction in





























We can write the operator A = A0 + ΓA1 in terms of its





















The Floquet operator of the decoupled system calculated at a





e−iεiT |φi(t)〉 〈φi(t)| . (34)
The eigenstates and eigenvalues of A0 are hence given by
|φi(t)〉 and eiεiT respectively. We can then use perturbation
theory to calculate the first order correction to the eigenvalues
6









1 + T 〈φi(t)|Σ |φi(t)〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
γi(t)
) (35)











Contributions to the stroboscopic conductance defined in
Eq. (18) then read









∣∣∣〈α|Kα |φi(t)〉 〈φi(t)|K†β |β〉∣∣∣2∣∣1− ei(V−εi)T (1 + Tγi(t))∣∣2 .
(37)
Here we have again used the fact that, in the limit of weak
coupling, the conductance profile will consist of sharp peaks
at quasienergies εi. In order to directly compare the strobo-
scopic and Floquet conductances in the weak coupling limit,
it is instructive the rearrange the expression for the conduc-












|〈α|Kα |φi(t)〉 〈φi(t′)|Kβ |β〉|2∣∣1− ei(V−εi)T (1 + T γ̃i)∣∣2 ,
(38)








Eqs. (38) and (28) show similarities between the conductance
obtained for constant and stroboscopic coupling to the leads
in the sense that they are both dominated by resonances in
the weak coupling limit. Even in the weak coupling limit, the
two expressions might remain generically different since the
width of the respective resonances is controlled by different
parameters.
In order to identify this difference, we can compare the ex-
pressions close to a resonance in the weak coupling limit. Ap-
proaching the resonant quasienergies εi (V ≈ εi/e), the con-
tributions to the stroboscopic conductance from each scatter-
ing matrix element can be further simplified as



































i (t) = Γδ|〈δ|Kδ |φi(t)〉|
2
,







Again the localized nature of the Majorana states along with
the particle-hole symmetry of the system mean that the con-














Eqs. (31) and (42) are the main finding of this section.
Their comparison shows that the discrepancy between the two
can be quantified by the time dependence of the function γi(t)
defined in Eq. (35), and that the two quantities agree in the
case that this function is time-independent. As a figure of
merit that quantifies the discrepancy between the two conduc-






















To explore these features we analyze below the constant cou-
pling conductance and the pulsed coupling conductance of the
periodically driven Kitaev chain subject to two different driv-
ing protocols.
III. TRANSPORT SIGNATURES OF A PERIODICALLY
DRIVEN KITAEV CHAIN
We demonstrate the difference between the two expressions
for the conductance using the driven Kitaev chain, which is
a simple model that displays multiple topological phases of



















We consider two different step like driving protocols in
which the parameters of the Hamiltonian are switched instan-
taneously between two different sets of values.
A. Sudden switching between Hamiltonians in different
topological phases
In the first protocol, following Ref. 13 we consider the two
part driving protocol which switches between a topologically
trivial and a topologically non trivial Hamiltonians, expressed
by the Floquet operator:
F = e−iH1T/2e−iH0T/2, (45)
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Figure 2. Phase space diagram illustrating how the topological phase of the Floquet Kitaev wire depends upon the Hamiltonian parameters λ0
and λ1 (see Eqs. (46) (47)). (a-h) Numerical results for the zero temperature differential conductance summed of energy sidebands, G̃ and the
stroboscopic conductance Gstrob, plotted as a function of the total voltage bias between the left and right external leads V = VL − VR. The
plot colours correspond to those in the phase diagram. The conductance is evaluated at both the four sweet spots, marked by black crosses and
plotted with the darker shade, as well as the points marked by the white crosses in for each phase: (a,b) Trivial, (c,d) MZM, (e,f) MPM, (g,h)
MZM/MPM. The results were obtained using a chain of 20 sites and with tunneling rates to the external leads given by ΓL/R/ω = 0.016.
where
H0 = H(2πλ0/T, 2πλ0/T, 0), (46)
H1 = H(0, 0, 2πλ1/T ), (47)
correspond to the static Hamiltonian of the topological phase
and the trivial phase of the Kitaev chain, respectively. H0
describes the sweet spot of the topological phase which is
characterized by Majorana zero modes, with zero correlation
length.
The phase diagram of driven system is plotted in Fig. 2
in the parameter regime 0 < λi < 1. The system exhibits
4 distinct topological phases distinguished by the presence or
absence of Majorana zero modes and Majorana π modes. The
phases can be identified via the topological index expressed in









whereRL is the part of the entire stroboscopic scattering ma-
trix that describes reflection in the lead L. A clear insight
can be obtained by analyzing the stroboscopic scattering ma-
trix at the sweet spots which are characterized by Majorana
modes localized at the left and right most sites, and for per-







this limit there is no transmission and the scattering matrix
decouples into S(ε) = RL(ε) ⊕ RR(ε), which are both two
by two reflection matrices at the two leads.
From Eq. (15), we have:
(i) For the trivial phase sweet spot at λ1 = 1/2 and λ0 = 0
we have RL(ε) = RR(ε) = −ieiεTσz , and the topo-
logical index is:
ν0/π = 0. (49)
(ii) The MZM phase, where the sweet spot is λ0 = 1/2
and λ1 = 0 results in RL(ε) = eiεT /2[(1 − eiεT )1 −
(1 + eiεT )σx] andRR(ε) = eiεT /2[(1− eiεT )1+ (1 +
eiεT )σx], and the topological index is:
ν0 = 1 ; νπ = 0. (50)
(iii) The sweet spot of the MPM phase is at λ0 = 1/2 and
λ1 = 1 with RL(ε) = eiεT /2[(−1 − eiεT )1 + (1 −
eiεT )σx] and RR(ε) = eiεT /2[(−1 − eiεT )1 − (1 −
eiεT )σx] , and the topological index is:
ν0 = 0 ; νπ = 1. (51)
(iv) Finally, the sweet spot of the MPM+MZM phase at
λ0 = 1 and λ1 = 1/2 gives RL(ε) = −RR(ε) =
eiεTσy .
ν0 = 1 ; νπ = 1. (52)
These results are directly reflected in the quantized values of
Gstrob(V = ε0/π).
Fig. 2 shows the zero temperature conductance profiles as
a function of bias voltage obtained for the driving protocol
in Eq. (45) for each of the 4 different topological phases at
the sweet spots (black crosess) and away from the sweet spots
(white crosses). Results were obtained numerically using a
chain of 20 fermionic sites. This chain is sufficiently long
that, for the parameters studied, any interaction between Ma-
jorana modes at either end of the superconductor, and hence
any splitting of the Majorana conductance peaks, is negligi-
ble. The solid line corresponds to the physical conductance
of the system, summed over Floquet harmonics, calculated
from Eqns. (8) and (23) and the dashed line corresponds to
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the stroboscopic conductance calculated from the fictitious
pulsed scattering problem in Eq. (17). The three topological
non-trivial phases are characterized by the existence of con-
ductance peaks of height 2e2/h at eV = 0 and/or eV = π/T ,
corresponding to the existence of Majorana zero and π modes,
respectively. These peaks arise due to resonant Andreev re-
flection events via the Majorana modes and the values of volt-
age bias at which they occur can be deduced via the maxima
of the off-diagonal elements of the corresponding reflection
matrices.
As discussed in Sec. II, the DC conductance and averaged
stroboscopic conductance correspond to different scattering
setups with constant vs. pulsed coupling to the leads, and con-
sequently different broadening of levels. As a result, the re-
spective conductance traces are expected to differ in the width
of the resonant conductance peaks. For weak coupling to the
leads we find that the conductance traces show a very good
agreement, even away from the eV = 0 and eV = π/T peaks
44.
In order to quantify the discrepancy between the two con-
ductances, we plot the difference function D0/π (Eq. (43))
around the eV = 0 and eV = π/T resonances throughout
the parameter space spanned by λ0, λ1 in Fig. 3 (a) and (c),
respectively. The difference is maximal in the MZM/MPM






of the function controlling the resonance width γα(t) is great-
est, as captured in Fig. 3 (b) and (d). Fig. 3 (e-h) show the
stroboscopic and DC conductance traces taken at values of λ0
and λ1 where the difference function D0/π is maximal. This
difference, although small, is persistent in the limit Γ → 0.
Panel (j) shows the energy-integrated difference between the
stroboscopic and DC conductance. Notably, this is quantita-
tively well captured by the figures of merits D0 and Dπ ob-
tained from the discrepancy between conductances at the res-
onances. Upon increasing the coupling to the external leads,
the agreement between the conductance resonances in the two
coupling configurations breaks down and the stroboscopic and
DC conductance are increasingly different [cf. panel (i)].
B. Sudden switching between Hamiltonians within the trivial
topological phase
As a second example we consider a different driving pro-
tocol that consists of instantaneously switching between two
topologically trivial Hamiltonians, which differ by the value
of the chemical potential µ(t)16.
H0 = H(w,∆, µ0) (54)
H1 = H(w,∆, µ1) (55)
such that µ0,1 > w/2. Here the phase diagram is spanned by
changing the driving frequency Ω/w, see Fig. 4 (a).
In Fig. 4 (d-f) we compare the conductance traces for se-
lected driving frequencies summed over side bands with the
stroboscopic conductance. As in the previous case, we find
that the conductance calculated using the sum rule shows good
agreement with the stroboscopic fictitious conductance. In
panels (b) and (c) we see that, once again, the time variance of
the function γi(t) captures the behaviour of both differences
between the conductances at the zero and π Majorana peaks
as a function of the driving frequency.
While the difference between the stroboscopic and DC con-
ductance appears to be small across the whole voltage range
and is well captured by the difference between the width of
the resonant peaks, some aspects of the differences between
the two conductances are protocol-dependent. The maximum
difference in the second protocol is roughly two orders of
magnitude smaller than in areas of maximum difference of
the first protocol. This is due to the time dependence of the
function γ(t), which is dictated by the how the structure of
the eigenstates of the Floquet operator depend upon the off-
set time between the stroboscopic coupling and the start of
the driving cycle. In particular it depends upon the contribu-
tion to the eigenstates on the fermionic sites at the ends of the
chain, which are coupled to the external leads. At the points
of maximum difference in the first protocol, the eigenstates
are highly localized on the final site when t = 0 but as the off-
set time increases this localization is shifted almost entirely to
the second site and then back to the first at t = 0.5T . This
leads to significant time dependence of γ(t) and consequently
a difference between the two conductance quantities. In the
second protocol, the eigenstates are more evenly distributed
throughout the entire chain and the contribution on the end
sites seems to depend little on the variation of the offset time
t.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have established a connection between
the experimentally accessible Floquet scattering matrix for
driven topological systems and a related scattering matrix for
the case of pulsed coupling to external leads12. The com-
parison between the two provides a platform from which to
explore signatures of Floquet topological phases in transport
properties such as differential conductance, building upon the
relationships between scattering matrix invariants and topo-
logical phase classification established for non-driven sys-
tems.
We have compared the transport properties of the two
coupling configurations by analyzing the DC conductance
summed over Floquet side bands and the period-averaged
stroboscopic conductance of pulsed coupling to the leads,
both showing conductance peaks quantized at height of
2e2/h. We have shown that in general the difference between
the two is captured by the different widths of the resonant
peaks in the limit of small coupling to the external leads.
We have demonstrated this relation in a specific example of
a periodically driven Kitaev chain, considering two different
driving protocols: A driving protocol which instantaneously
switches between Hamiltonians at the sweet spots of the triv-
ial and topological phases, and a driving protocol which in-



































































































































































Figure 3. (a,c) Density plots illustrating the value of the difference function for both the zero mode resonance D0 and π mode resonance
Dπ respectively throughout the parameter space (λ0, λ1) with coupling strength ΓL/R/ω = 0.0016. (b,d) Corresponding plots of the time
variance of the function γα(t) controlling the resonance widths. The comparison between the conductance summed over energy sidebands
G̃ and the stroboscopic conductance Gstrob for selected points are shown in (e-h) again with coupling strength ΓL/R/ω = 0.0016. (i)
Comparison of G̃ (solid lines) and Gstrob (dashed lines) for increased strength coupling to the external leads Γ close the MZM resonance.
(j) Density plot illustrating difference between the stroboscopic and summed conductances integrated over the entire spectrum throughout the
parameter space, calculated using a coupling strength of ΓL/R/ω = 0.016. All data was obtained using a chain of n = 20 fermionic sites.
same topologically trivial phases. Both protocols show the
emergence of four distinct topological phases which can be
accessed via tuning of the Hamiltonian parameters. Each of
the three non trivial phases is characterized by the existence
of Majorana zero or π modes. These topological phases can
be characterized by scattering matrix invariants formulated in
terms of a gedanken pulsed scattering experiment12. The three
non trivial phases are also characterized by DC conductance
signatures which, when summed over Floquet side bands, re-
sult in conductance peaks quantized at height of 2e2/h, at val-
ues of external bias corresponding to the energy of the Majo-
rana modes characteristic of the given phase. We have shown
that the difference between the DC experimentally accessible
conductance and the conductance obtained from the gedanken
pulsed measurement is reflected in the width of the zero and
π conductance peaks. We have studied the dependence of the
difference function on the physical parameter space in the two
protocols and found that generically the discrepancy is larger
when the zero mode weight at the end of the chain depends
strongly on the offset time between the driving cycle and the
pulsed coupling period.
Although we have focused here upon the example of a
driven Kitaev chain, our methodology could be applied to any
open, periodic system to explore the connection between ex-
perimentally accessible transport features and Floquet topo-
logical phases.
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Appendix A: Computation of the current in terms of St(E)
We derive here Eqs. 21. Our starting point is Eq. 2,
We use the time periodicity in the Fourier expansion of the scattering states operators:
a(lT + t) =
∫
dEaF (E)e−iE(lT+t), (A1)
where aF (E) =
∑
l a(lT + t)e
iE(lT+t) and 〈aFα
†
(E′)aFα (E)〉 = fFα (E)δ(E − E′) to get








′T )Sα,β(t+ lT, t+m
′′T )fFβ (E)e
iE(m′T−m′′T ) − fFα (E)
 .
This expression is simplified by plugging in the Fourier expansion of the scattering matrix and using einΩT = 1 and∑
m′ e
i(ET )m′ = 2πT δ(E) to arrive at










i(n′′−n′)Ωt − fFα (E)
 . (A2)
Finally, the current is expressed in terms of a stroboscopic scattering matrix














inΩt = SFt (E). (A4)
Once we have identified the relation between scattering matrix of the full time dependent problem the stroboscopic scattering




























−imΩt = SFt (E) (A6)
where in the first equality we have redefined our energy to be E → E + nΩ and in the second we have changed the sum to be





































We perform the sum over n which results in the final expression (cf. Eq. 21)
Iα =
e
h
∫ ∞
0
dE
∑
β 6=α
(∫ T
0
2πdt
T
|SFαβ,(t)(E)|
2
)
fβ(E)
−
(∫ T
0
2πdt
T
|SFβα,(t)(E)|
2
)
fα(E). (A9)
